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CoMax composite
dispenser by AdDent
I have always been an advocate
for investing in quality for
products you use every day.
That might be the perfect pair
of comfortable, stylish dress
shoes, the perfect navy sports
coat, or even a great television
set that you settle down in front
of in the evenings. I have no
problem investing in things I use
every day. The same goes for the
dental practice. There are things
we use daily, and there are things
we use maybe just a few times
each year. Find bargains on the
products you use sporadically.
For those that you use daily, get
stuff you like.
Recently I found myself
annoyed with many of the
composite guns in my practice.
Most of them were freebies from
dental meetings. All of them were
made of cheap-feeling, flimsy
plastic and did not securely hold
a compule of composite. After
this is well designed, easy to use,

autoclavable, and quite frankly,

somewhere around 1,000 times,

with all the other composite

and secure. It can even be done

it can take a beating. Instead of

I decided to invest in a quality

guns in my office was how easily

with one hand.

having 10 plastic dispensers, we

composite dispenser. The CoMax

a compule of composite would

from AdDent was the one I chose.

fall out or lodge itself in an

designed to allow for easier dis-

They have held up immaculately

unusable position. The plunger

pensing and is very ergonomic. It

in spite of heavy use, and they

dispenser is the polar opposite

on most plastic composite guns

also allows you to fully express

show zero signs of wear and tear.

of the crappy plastic giveaway

doesn’t actually hold the com-

the entire contents of a com-

dispensers. The first thing you

posite in place. On the CoMax,

pule. Many of the lower-quality

needed a quality composite

will notice is how solid the

the compule is held firmly in

dispensers tend to bottom out

dispensing gun. It was not until I

CoMax feels in your hands. It has

place with no way to wiggle or

and leave unused material in the

used a CoMax that I knew what

a comfortable, reassuring weight

fall out. With a quick pull on the

compule. Composite is expen-

a difference it could make. Give

to it. This is not to say that it feels

neck, the spent compule can

sive! I don’t love the idea of

a CoMax a try and you won’t go

heavy—but more like it is well

be removed and replaced with

throwing a lot of it away.

back. Line-drive single to left field

constructed and durable.

a fresh one. The mechanism for

being annoyed and frustrated

The CoMax composite

One of my main annoyances

The trigger on the CoMax is

This dispenser is fully

have four CoMax dispensers.

I didn’t know how much I

for AdDent!
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